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The Chancellor Bids Coa a
By: ESTA HILL
Managing Editor
Coastai's Chancellor Edward M. Singleton leaves office July 1, 1983 to a world of
semi-retirement. Dr. Singleton will act as
a consultant to the incoming Chancellor
Hicks. His new office will be located in
Wh~lwright Auditorium; his new duties
will cohslst of fund-raising and legislative
laison for the campus.
Dr. Singleton holds many realizable
hopes fpr Coastal. •'I see dorm ltories
coming in the next few years - but not
with ~tat~ money," Singleton stated. In
an acad~mic sense, Singleton is hoping
for a ba~helors degree in nursing and
com puter science as well as a MBA

program offered through Columbia.
Dr. Singleton feels that Coastal Carolina
College has become a great success
beyond his wildest imaginings. "In 1962
and 1963, we envisioned Coastal at its
peak as a two year branch with a
maximum student enrollment of 500
students. We never thought It would
come this far." Singleton added that
Coastal has made a positive Impact on the
~unty. "Coastal brought area communities together to work for Coastal." Also,
Coastal has had a cultural Impact w.ith its
speakers, dancers, and plays. Singleton
is also happy with the quality faculty
teaching at Coastal.
Dr. 'Singleton acknowledges that he has
made numerous mistakes over the years .
But he thought for some length of time

a

before he offered his biggest mistakes: 1.
Foresight in parking and regulations 2.
Insufficient hiring of needed janitors,
secretaries, clerks, and typists 3. The
Student Center building plan was cut due
to lack of funds.
Dr. Singleton feels that he has met with
success In his efforts to Improve Coastal's
image. "I have worked unceasingly,
every day, every minute, to project this
cottege to the community In a favorable
way; I hope that all others will try to do
this In the future "Singleton feels that
Coastal has gamed respect from the
county as a viable educational institution .
Dr. Singleton regrets leaving the
students at Coastal. The years have
yielded 'an enjoyable relationship with
the - Jde" s and Dr. Singleton can never

remember
students.
Hopes? Dr. ~~raTeltDn
goals for 'poist-lr~IL8I~jln-1t1If:.~
high school graduale~-...&jLllf.D¥ta
dabble In teaching once again . The
Chancellor WOUIO l68Ch upper leve
education courSttS such as the P Ilosopt1
of Education . "It's been over tift
years s nee I taught ; t will have to bru h
up to teach those classes." Dr. Smgleton
also hopes to enJoy hi hobb es of gOlf ,
fiShing, and hunting . His favor i e
avoca Ion I basebal , may deve op into a
second career. '" would I e a ge Into
scouting or management for sam
ajo
league baseball team " e co fIde 0
Singleton feels tha he I I re
area for a whI le, anyway.

Spring Arts Fun
For Everyone
By: SUE HILL
Copy Editor
Coastal Carolina's Spring Arts Fes!ival
was held April 6, 7, 8, and 9 . It was
kicked off by the William A . Kimbel
Distinquished Lecturer Series, which
featured the conservative syndicated
columnist, James Kilpatrick. Thursday,
Friday, and Saturday brought together
many different exhibits and cultural
events with interests for all.
This xear's chairperson is Martha
Thomas of the Fine Arts Department with
Claudia Cleary as the co-chairperson.
Thursday's turn out was rather disappointing but Friday made up for this with
many school children enjoying the variety
of activities available. The rain hampered festivities Friday and Saturday, but
Saturday brought in many small crowds.
People enjoyed the paintings and
drawings by Alvin Byer of USC-Aiken
which were displayed in the Student
Center. The South Carolina Arts
Commission's Craft Truck was here with
print making and pottery demonstrations.
Also some Coastal art students demonstrated the Raku method of quick firing
pottery. High School Seniors were able to
oartlclpate in a judged art show and the

winner will receive a partial scholarshIp
to Coastal.
Violet Meade put together some folk
dancing demonstrations with audience
participation. Steve Nagle organized the
fun run held on Saturday and sixty people
participated in the mile and the five mile
run.
The food booths were put together by
many clubs and organizations here at
Coastal. There were a variety of goods for
sale, such as, popcorn, sno-cones, cotton
candy, hotdogs, drinks, health food,
sandwiches, and Clno Day T-shirts. The
International Taverna
sold international coffee and food with entertainment
provided.
The clubs that put together these food
booths took a lot of time and trouble. It Is
sad that most members of these
organizations failed to participate while
leaving two or three people to do all the
work. These few really need special
recognition and we all know who they are.
This years Spring Arts Festival was a
committee effort, with many people being
involved. In the future, the committee
would like to see more professors taking
advantage of the Festival and incorporating It Into their classes. The festival was
a success and next year will be better
than ever.

re

e

Prelude to Summer, the spring dance
held by Campus Union which was held
last Thursday night at the Ocean Dunes
in the Atlantic and Pacific Ballroom
between 8:00 pm and 1:00 am. Disco Pat
once more dazzled us with his knowledge
of music and his eye catching light show.
Beer and wine were served along with
catered food.
Ther was a two dollar cover charge. All
the proceeds were matched and donated
to the J. Todd Macnelr SchOlarship Fund.
Five hundred and sixty dollars were

Photo by Trl h

made.
"My only WIsh is that C.C C peopl
would come out to C.U. event because
C.U. spends the students money and they
need to now where t goes and enJo
what they bought , .. according to Su Ie
Sanders, Campus Union Coordlna or.
" My term in office has been very a g . t
took a lot of work, bu I've enjoyed myself
and enjOyed provitling entertamment for
Coastal. And I than all of my supporters
and those people now who t e are.
Have a great summer, see you n xt
year, " SusIe Sander sa d.

Funds Realeased For Additon To Williams-Brice B iI
By: TERESA DEVINE
New. Editor
State funding for the Williams-Brice
Building has been released. The
apprOXimate cost of the addition Is $2.5
million.
The addtltion to Williams-Brice Building
will include a swimming pool, handballl

racquetball courts, a dance room, and an
auxiliary gym.
The proposal for the addition was made
in 1978 so the money released is 1978
money. This Is Important since Inflatton
has depreciated the dollar making 1978
money unable to meet the costs of the
same building project in 1~ The
present problem is to get total funds for

the project or to eliminate lOme of the
expenses by eliminating lOme of the
features of the old plan.
Will Garland, Asaoclate Chancellor for
the Fiscal Affairs and Administration
said, "The project has 1978 money so to
finance the addition, along wJth state
funding, $200,000 to $300,000 must come
from private donations and $500,000 to

$600,000 must be deleted from

h
expense of the project. "
Ground brea Ing should begin I
November If all g
as planned . A
committee representing the project
meeting with the arch tects and contractors to see where the abacent fund can
be eliminated without redeslgntng
e
building.
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To The Editor
To the Editor:
Goodbye, Farewell. It has been real and
its been fun but it hasn't been real fun.
Some days I've wanted to put the whole
SGA in the file cabinet and close the
drawer but now that my term of office is
almost over, I wouldn't trade these past
years in for anything. They have been
quite an experience. I will never forget
Coastal, it has formed a corner stone in
my education.
I have a lot of people to thank for all the
help they have given me. First off - the
administration, who threw me every
curve ball they had. It was fun playing
catcher, but please don ' t forget your
purpose here and remember "The
Student is .. . " To the faculty and staff,
thanks for supporting the students, your
virtues are many but patience and
understanding are the finest. SGA and
the students have trusted me in many
ways. Thank you for your confidence.
There are two people that I need to
especially thank . qne is no longer with
me physically , the other is half of my
whole, but thank you Todd and Kevin for
energy which both of you have given me.
Finally , long good byes make me sick, I
charge next years SGA to go one step
beyond the limit. Remember you are the
ultimate consumer of this campus . If it
were not for you, there would be no
Coastal .
Phillip Lassen

To the Editor:
The student body of Coastal Carol ina
College should be very proud of their
classmates who contributed to our
annual magazine, Archarios. The photos,
drawings, poetry, and prose set a
standard of excellence that all our
publications should emulate.
Congratulations to all responsible for
Archarlos. All at Coastal Carolina College
should be proud .of your work.
Sincerely,
Donald J. Milius
Associate Professor
Humanities Department
To the Editor:
"Running a race hasn't changed much
in a thousand years. It Is still a supreme
test of the Individual." These words
taken from Charlotl of Fire may be
applied to any contest where individuals
are pitted against one another; each
possesing the desire to win. The recent
SGA election falls naturally Into this
category.
I ran the race and lost. But in running, I
gained much knowledge and helped to
ach ieve one of the goals that was
uppermost in each candldated mind--the
stimulation of the student body to
exercise their right to vote! The Student
Government is the voice of the people. It
is used as a vehicle to express the will of
the students. Support the incoming slate
of officers by expressing ideas, voicing
opposition and attending meetings that

will present information that is pertinent
to each student.
I would like to thank each person who
supported my candidacy in this election. I
am appreciative of your vote. However,
the important factor was that you
exercised your right to vote. Continue
this pattern by supporting Student
Government!
Sandy Jeffcott
To the Editor
Coastal Carolina Radio. WCCR. These
COULD be the call letters of an FM
educational radio .station at Coastal
Carolina College. As currently envisioned, this station would be on the air from
4:00 pm to 10:00 pm each day, and it
would broadcast via antenna over a
thiry-five mile radius. Coastal's students,
under an advisor, would manage the
station while earning credits in appropriate speech and writing courses.
A radio station could do much for
Coastal. WCCR could broadcast Coastal's
home and away games in men's and
women's basketball, baseball , and soccer
(when it's revived). WCCR could produce
radio drama challenging the imaginations
of audiences, 'Nriters and actors alike:
soap opers, mysteries, science fiction ...
Coming events at the college could be
spot-lighted to promote com m un ity
awareness of Coastal ' s activities. College
officials could be enlisted for "Firing
Line" question-and answer programs. A
monthly feature could be a program
called" Professor's Choice" with featured professors doing whatever they want:
discussing current events and controversies, reporting on research, sharing a
hobby, or even re-creating THE lecture
that wowed everyone in 102 last summer.
Community forums could be organized
and broadcast live. WCCR could present
weekly programs in jazz, claSSical, and
authentic folk music, with local record
shops loaning the latest discs in these
areas. Obviously, there are endless
possibilities for programming. Fully
developed, WCCR could 1) provide and
additional outlet for the creative talents of
Coastal's students, 2) offer an importanf
community service, and 3) promote
interest in and awareness of Coastal
Carolina College. We would all benefit.
WCCR doesn't exist yet. It's a dream.
The first step In realizing this dream is to
measure student Interest in a campus
radio station. This letter Is written with
this entention. Then, a suitable campus
location for WCCR will have to be found;
two rooms will be needed: a control room
and an adjacent studiO, both acoustically
treated. Finally, WCCR will need
broadcasting equipment: a transmitter,
two turntables, two tape decks, microphones, and so forth. Some of these Items
may be expensive, but donations of use
equipment from the networks are
possible.
The first step is the most important one.
Are you interested? Are you willing to
invest your time and effort in organizing
and eventually running WCCR? Let me
know.
Sincerely,
John Durrell
School of Humanities
KL Office 221, ext. 234

New Leaders for Student Media
On April 14, 1983, a committee made up
of faculty and students selected the
editors for next year's publications . The
new editor for the Chanticleer will be
Martha Wilhoit, who was this year's
Business Manager. Martha is a Senior
major ing in Marketing. The new editor
for the Archarlos is ohn Walker . There is
no new editor for the Atheneum.
The Student Media Committee consisted of Pat Singleton, Student Activities
Director; Dr. Robert Squatriglia; Scott
Johnson ; Dr. Randall Wells; Lynne

Radcliffe, this year's Chanticleer editor;
and Sandy Jeffcott, editor for the
Archarlos.
All the publications need new staff
members. All interested please come up
to the offices located upstairs in the
Student Center in room 203. There are
plenty of positions available. Join one of
these fine publications and be a part of
the student media. A quick reminder:
Chanticleer is the campus newspaper;
Archarlos is the cam pus literary
magazine; and Atheneum is the campus
yearbook. Sign up today!

CHANTICLEER The Last Editorial
paste-up crew. We done good, kids! To
everyone in the Office of Student
Development: I appreciate everyth ing
you've done for me. I' ll never show up
as~ing about contracts'or last minute cash
advances again. To everyone who falls in
to the Special to The Chanticleer
category: Thank you for coming through
with stories when the others did not. And
to Dr. Beaty: Quit worrying! You ' have
been the kind of advisor I wanted. Thank
You!
Finally, I would like to congratulate Pat
Singleton , the Director of Student
Activities , for being the recipient of the
Chanticleer ' s Editor Award. This award
is given for "distinguished service to the
Coastal Carolina community. " I couldn 't
think of anyone more qualified than Pat.
She helped me a lot last summer when
the newspaper contract was delayed (and
delayed again) in Coklmbia . There is so
much more that she has done and I don ' t
have the room to go into it , so I won ' t.
The only other thing left to say is Pat , you
deserve it. And thank you!
Like I said earl ier, " m not going
anywhere so , won ' t say goodbye . Just
thank you. And Martha- Good Luck!

Well, this is it. The Final Edition. It's
something I've waited for and dreaded all
year long. I won't miss the insanity of
Friday deadlines. I won't miss making up
the news when stories weren't turned ~n.
And I won't miss spending every Monday
at the Horry News & Shopper. I _~iil miss
going to the Chairman's Corner with the
paste-up crew. I will miss the lampoon
editions. And I will miss seeing my name,
followed by an impressive title, in print
every week.
This is supposed to be the traditional
"editor says goodbye" editorial. I've
never been very good at saying goodbye ..
Especially when I'm not going anywhere.
Perhaps it would be better to simply say
thank you. To everyone. For the most
part I have enjoyed befng the editor. I' m
especially proud that the staff and I have
been able to put out a weekly paper.
We've all worked hard and I think it was
worth it.
Now come the part that may get a little _
sappy. This is where I thank everyone for
everything they have done this year. (If
you have an aversion to Academy Awards
type speeches, read something else) .
First of all, to my staff: I could not have
done this without you , especially the

P.S . , told you I wasn ' t A.K. in drag !

James Kilpatrick:
Journalist or Politician?•
By: LINDA FRANKLIN
James Kilpatrick a newspaper writer for
the past 42 years, was recently at Coastal
Carolina as part of the Kimbel Trust
Lecture series. The main gist of his
speech was focused on politics. In a press
conference held prior to his speech,
which he was bombarded with questions
by reporters, Kilpatrick was asked if it
was right to blame the White House for
the problems In politics, "No, I don't
think its right at all. We have a system in
politics, a ledger If you wish, which
blames whoever Is In office for a great
many things in which he Is in no sense
responsible and gets credit for a great
many things he Is not responsible," said
Kilpatrick.
He was also asked about the New Right
movement wh ich supports Issues such as
school prayer, busing, and abortion, and

--=
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what happened to the issues. "I don ' t
think they are going to get anywhere in
the 98th Congress anymore than th.ey did
in the 97th, when they are framed as
constitutional amendments. For these
issues to pass you need a two thirds vote
in each house and I am confident that
there is not a major~ty in either the House
or the Senate . I don't ' believe hearings
have even been set on these. They are
alive but not much alive."
.
Kilpatrick also commented at the press
conference that he believes the South has
made a great deal of progress in the past
40 years in the areas of education,
speech, and diction. A member of the
audience who had the opportunity to ask
Kilpatrick a question later that evening
asked whether or not he had any political
aspirations. Kilpatrick simply commented, "If the thought crosses my mind, I
just lie down for a while until it goes
away."
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Devastating Denmark
By: LOAI PICKETT
In the Spring of 1980, I gave up the opportunity to spend-my last childhood summer at
home, with friends with whom I had grown up, wholly supported by Mom and Dad, dOing
all those wild and crazy things one does before graduation, just to spend ten weeks In a
country located between the frigid North Sea and the equally freezing Baltic Sea. Did I
really want to go' to Denmark? I heard that It was even colder than upstate New York In
mid-July. I knew that I would not have to worry about a bathing suit: not because of the
weather but because all beaches In Denmark are nude. It did promise to be an interesting
summer: Denmark is known for its "openness" and "free love." With that and the
bathing suit issue, Mom was thrilled.
BEFORE I go into the rest of my "experience," let me give some details of the programs
which sent me to Denmark. A.F.S., the Amercian Field Service, involves over thirty
countries on every continent. It is a high school exchange program, deSigned to send
pre-senior high school students to otQer countries for either a summer (ten weeks) or a
year. It also brings students from other countries to American high schools to live with
"average American families" for a year. A.F.S. was founded by ambulance drivers of
W. W .11. The drivers, stationed in France, became bery close to their French comrades
and so, after the war, they exchanged visitors between the U.S.A. and France. This
developed Into what A.F.S. is today: the largest, most extensive and only government
sponsored exchange program in the U.S.
As June approached, I began to worry more and more about my preliminaries of the
"experience," asA.F.S. calls it. Would my blowdryer fit into their electrical sockets? Do
they have a-tips there? Will my family there like me? Where do I go if they do not? All
these questions seem ridiculous now that It is over.
After an eleven-hour plane ride from New York City, all forty-four of us were in beautiful
Copenhagen. It was raining, of course, as it always is in Denmark, but the people who met
us were truly our sunshine. They were our advisors/chaperones/guardian angels fa he
rest of the week IIntil we met our families. Most were Danish exchange students at one
time who had l .,1e to the U.S.A. In the past.
Orientation and language, customs and etiquette camp followed our eight-hour bus trip
cross-country to the school where we would stay. There we learned all the little goodies of
Danish life, including eating with the left hand, saying "tak" (thank you), and answering
the phone: "godday."
A week later, with my knowledge of the Danish language, (I could also count to 100,
introduce myself and ask where the nearest bathrooms were(, I met my family. My Sister
Lisbeth was great. She wanted to learn English better and I didn't want to learn Danish
better. My mother, "Mar," was equally wonderful. She was a teacher who was fairly
good at English. My father, whom I never net, was salling all summer on an Exxon oil
tanker.
My family had a farm, an hour from Fredericia, the waterfront city in which we lived. We
went there my first weekend with them. In a small town, near the farm, was a popular
disco, which is simply a nightclub. My Sister and I wt!nt to see what it was like and to look
for some fun. Once there, it was obvious who the American In the crowd was: me. I was
quite an item. The other young people there began to ask all kinds of questions, the most
amazing being "was I a virgin." In Danish, "v's" are "w's" and vice versa. They asked
me this because Danish people think the U.S.A. is the land of "openness" and "free
love." I guess that meant that they thought there were no "wlrgins" left in the U.S. My
reaction to the question was so amusing that they forgot all about the answer. (Whew!)
The summer flew by and just when I really felt I was Danish, and Denmark was my
home, I had to come back. It was not easy. I wished I had been on the year program at that
point. As the train went back across Denmark, picking up American students here and
there, everyone felt the same: no one wanted to leave! Everyone had had a fantastic time
and had gotten along great with their families.
After arriving In Rochester, New York,my final destination, I felt as though I were a
foreigner. I misses Mar and Lisbeth, the farm, the friends and even the weather, but
knowing I had forty-three new American friends, as well as my many Danish ones, helped
a little bit.
My A.F.S. experience ended when I hugged my Mom and Dad and little brother at the
airport. They would never know what I learned and experienced and only I would have the
memories to keep forever. Even now, I still get a little giggle when I think of my A.F.S.
experience, that little disco and "was I a wirgin" ...

Photo by Jerry Graham
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By: TED THOMAS
The International Taverna, a feature of
the Spring Arts Festival drew special
attention again this year with the high
energy performance of Middle Eastern
Dancers. JoAnn M. Borovicka, Linda
Garrett, Sherry Miller and Aurora
Olivieri supported by the Internaional
Club at Coastal by donating their time
and artisic talents to this fund raising
event. JoAnn, linda and Sherry upheld a

tradition by participating In thl yea'
Taverna as they have In prevIous ye
In addition to the dellghtfu pe
mances, an ex plana on of the a Ig
symbolism Involved in Middle Eas e n
Dance was presented to t e audlenc by
the dancers themselve .
The Interna 10.1al Cub i i deed grate u
for their genero s pa
'patlo
nd
contribution to the success a
h
International Tave na
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International Taverna
Great Success
by David Hall
Offering more food and entertainment that ever, the International Club taverna at the
Spring Arts Festival attracted large crowds. Hundreds gathe~ed downstairs in the
Student Center to observe Middle Eastern and Indian Folk Dancing and to enjoy' music by
the Recorder Ensemble and a jazz band.
Foods were made by the International Club members and presented a variety of
delicious eating. Pastries and cakes, from French croissants to American carrot cake were
available. To compliment the atmosphere, coffees and teas were also served.
Besides our traditional Middle Eastern dancers (who celebrated their fourth year at the
Taverna), most of this year's entertainment was new. Indian Folk dancing, which also
featured children dancing, was performed by over a dozen people in native dress. Later
on , our patrons were able to relax with a little jazz band music. For those interested in the
mystic, Tarot card reading was featured in the late afternoon.
.
This year' s performcrnces were truly professional. All who contributed were greatly
appreciated by applauding audiences and members of the International Club.

Spring into summer with
Willi Wear, Bern
Conrad, leon Max,
Etalage, Freego,
Swimwear by Petticord
and Peaches, New
Wave T-Shirts, legs by
Gambit. Coming in
April-Java Wraps.

A Year In The United States
by TIINA KINNUNEM

.

When I left my home country almost a year ago, I had mixed feelings about coming to
another country to study. I had just finished my high school in Finland and I wanted to do
something different for a while. Also, I had always been interested in different countries
and foreign languages and what could be a better way to learn to know another culture
than living and studying in that country.
On the other hand, I did not know a single person in this country when I left my
homecountry. I had studied the language for ten years at school, but I wasn't too
convinced that the language my teacher spoke and the language in ttits real environment
would be the same thing. But anyway, I packed my suitcases and set for the unknown.
But ever since I came to South Carolina, I have not felt homeless or unsure or unwanted,
I got plenty of friends even before the school started. Most of my very first friends were
foreign students as well, and the experiences they had had helped me a lot when I started
settling in.
Another doubt I had had about the year in an American university vanished when the
classes started at Coastal. I had been afraid that since I could not transfer any of my
credits back to Finland, I would not gain anything academically. But I found a lot of
interesting courses among the ones offered, and I was totally satisfied.
When I got to know people in my classes, the most asked question was: "Why did you
come to Coastal?" I couldn't give a complete answer then, but now I am very glad that I
ended up at Coastal. The college is just the right size for a foreign student. Coastal is
small enough to be very personal, small enough so that you get to know a lat more people
than in a really big university. But Coastal is also big enough to have many outstanding
professors and overall high quality of faculty.
What have I gained from this year? I have learned a lot about the United States of
America. My English is better now, and I have no difficulties using it. I also got to know a
lot more about other foreign countries through my friends in the International Club. I
learned that the culture and language may be different in every country: but the people
are the same everywhere.
I also learned a lot about myself as an Individual. I am more Independent now and I feel
more secure about myself. I also met many special people and I believe that these
friendships will last through my life. All In all, this year has been a unique experience.

SHOP BIG BAMBOO.

Home Away From Home
by Ernest Meyer Swantee
From the first moment I arrived in the United States I have truly enjoyed every Single
moment. I came here with the Idea that I would have a difficult time In the beginning, but
I have noticed that people In the United States make it very easy for foreigners by being so
friendty.
First of all, whenever I talk to somebody and mention that t am from Holland, they are
immediately Interested In talking about my country and usually already know som~thing .
about it. If they have traveled to perhaps Amsterdam, they have wooden shoes at home or
they grow tulips in their garden, and sometimes just like those in Heineken and Grolsch
which are our national pride. Some of the friends that I have made have grandparents or
other relatives from Holland and quickly, I find that we have many things to talk about . At
times just talking to someone about my home keeps me from feeling so alone and far away
.
from my fiends and family.
As I look back on my experiences here in the United St&.tes, my wish has become that
some day all of the friends I have made will come over to Holland so that I will be able to
return to them what they have given me - a second home.

r
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In the Hidden Village across from Cagney's.

F~r sportswear that is distinctly different, visit the "Big Bamboo." Discount of 10 ercent
wIth Coastal 1.0. Open daily 10 to 5.
p
Love
Love
Love
Love

THE CHANTICLEER

is
is
is
is

sweet, love is kind
having you on my mind
real, it's even fun
everything under the sun

Love is being hurt and sometimes sad
Love can be used to make someone glad
But most of -all ...
Love is sweet, love Is neat
Love is a thing that's extremely unique

International Club edition

Senetta Parker
Editor

Koen Gljsman

Co-editor

Tiina Kinnunen

Art-work

Roy Whetnall

Proud To Be The
Son Of The World
by Ricardo Cerda de Groote

Club advisor

Dr. Saxena

President

Aurora Olivieri

Secretary

Lori Pickett

This is simple, but has a great meaning.
After livIng in this country I feel part of it
and especially with the great experience
that it has left me. How? Well, I can take
the good and bad times but my feelings
are stitl the same.
This can apply to any country in the
world. For me, it was the U.S.A. and I
know it has built the basis for any
oncom ing experience. So, American
friend, don't think about it, go for it and
be a son of the world. They'll love you!!!

The Typical English Pub
By: ROY WHETNALL
Since I have been in this country, I have become increaSingly aware that some 'Of the
things that my own country is most famous for are the pubs. Very often when people know
that I am from England, one of the first questions that they ask is, do I miSS the pubs.
When I go to some of the bars and night clubs around this area, my friends very often ask
if this is anything like a typical English pub. The answers to these questions are
respectively yes and no. The atmosphere in most pubs is not so unique, and very different
to the atmosphere In most American bars, and I do miSS this a little. As far as the second
question is concerned, there is really no such thing as a typical pub, pubs are all different.
The name pub In fact Is an abbreviation standing for Public House. Pubs are really an
English tradition, and there is usually so many of them, most towns have a pub on almost
every street corner. The thing that seems so different is that they really are not places
where you go only to drink. They are places,to socialize, places to meet people. You nearly
always know who is going to be there and what is going on. For instance, nearly everyone
goes to the pub on Sunday mornings. I always used to go then with my friends for a few
drinks just before lunch.
The other thing that seems so different about American bars is that in England, there
are no age 1.0. checks, not anywhere. The age limit for buying all alcohol is eighteen, and
if you don't look eighteen, you won't get served, but 1.0. is never checked. For one thing,
nobody has a ready form of age I. D. Driving licences do not have your date of birth on
them, and unless people wanted to carry passports or birth certificates around with them,
there would be no kind of 1.0.
There are a great many different kinds of pubs. Mo~t pubs in larger towns or cities can
be just like night clubs, with live groups playing or, at the very least, a loud jukebox. The
smaller countryside pubs are usually much qUieter, they can very often be just like the
living room of one's own house. All the chairs gathered ,around the fireplace, and nearly
all the pubs have some kind of chairs outSide, so you can take your dri~ks outSide if you
wish.
The whole atmosphere is just completely different to anything that can be found In the
United States.
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The Local Club
Sitting at the local club, neon lights
flashing
While all kinds of faces come in and go
out
The music is loud and the place Is rocking
As the couples dance to twist and shout
I tol~ myself maybe it will do me some
good
To come and sit here
And get myself out of a lousy mood
By just relaxing and drinking lots of beer

While some dance to remember
Others drink to forget
A girl requests a song to one of the club
m~mbers

But that's something
regret

~~e'll

learn

to

EVerybody shoves and pushes
To get in line and be the first
At the bar to drink free beer, everybody
rushes
To satisfy their thirst
Waiting for the long night to pass by
A known woman winks at me
She wants to be taken home for a ride
But that'll cost me a fee
She once refused me
Still she walks up to me and says "you're
looking well
Will you please come with me?"
I laughed and said "honey go to hell."
I came here at eight
And it's getting late
But, at this point in time I can't see
straight
So, whatever happens, it's up to fate
Difficult to see through the haze of smoke
It blocks out the light
Some are immune to this, but others
choke
As their lungs are exposed to this all
night

1'Tn the quiet one
Touching the pretty ones with my eyes
When they parade one by one
' Cause I have to see them walk by
Finding the courage to take a chance
I got a nice surprise
The girl that asked me dance
Held me tight like a vise
Many came here tonight for some action
'Cause they were feeling down
But not finding anything to their
sat isfact ion
See no reason to hang around
I've had enough so I'm going home to bed
'Cause all the booze went to my head
Tomorrow I won't know what was done or
said
But I know somewhere along the line my
sorrows were shed
In the morning I will get up with a great
pain
And start the whole thing all over again.
Fernando Arce

The Game
So many times I've said,
"Hi, how are you?"
"Hi, how are classes?"
"Hi, how was vacation?"
"Oh, you graduate this term."
"What will you do after graduation?"
So many times I've wanted to say
"Hi, what are you thinking?" ,
"HI, what are you feeling?"
"H i, I want to know you better."
., I want to know you before you leave."
It's risky to be honest:
It's lonely to be polite.

•T
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"I'll Love You Till
the Day I Die"
By: PAUL J. GODINO
I was going through some memories just
the other day,
They were love letters written by you.
First time I've read them since our
breaking up;
I was wondering what happened to you .
Flipping through them one by one
As the tears slowly fell from my eyes,
They all seemed to have the same ldea;
Of loving me till the day you die.
They read:
I'll love YOU till the day I die,
So don't ever have a worry in mind.
I'll love you till the day I die,
It ' s men like you, you just can't find.
One had mentioned our camping trip.
Another the picniCS together,
Some were just for making up
From fights worse than the stormy
weather.

8:00

Glancing .through some of myoid pictures
of you
They were funny, but they told a lie,
In the front you were full of smiles
But the back said, I'll love you till the day
I die.

I could remember
sand
While we stared
moon,
And the stars
diamonds.
I cried for it had
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For a moment I could feel you next to me,
But then I started to cry.
I could hear you whispering in my ear,
I'll love you till the day I die.

The staff and management of Studeba erts decided not to place an Apn Fool'
wanted to thank you for your continued support .
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I'll love you till the day I die
So don't ever have a worry in mind.
I'll love you till the day I die,
It's men like you , you just can ' t find .

Glimpse of the
International Club
by PATRICE KANE
Joining the International Club was a
decision which I'm glad that I made. The
club consists of people from many different countries. For example, Luis and
Fernando Arce from Honduras, Luis and
Jose Montenegro from Costa Rica, Ernest
and Koen from Holland and many other
nationalities. There are also people from
South Carolina, New Jersey, New York,
California, and all over the U.S.
Being a member is a great experience
because I interact with a1\ these people. I
was not familiar with other customs
since I have never traveled out of the U.S~
or talked to anyone from another country
for a long period of time. I've learned a
lot about their customs and their
education. For example, I found that
many of them know more than two
languages, and they are excellent in
math. This is a result of foreign
languages and advanced mathematics
being required subjects during their
secondary education. This makes me
wish that I hadn't breezed through high
school.
The club's meetings are interesting I
informative, but most of all, they are fun.
We discuss projects for the school, fund
raisers, charitable work, camping trips,
trips to Brookgreen Gardens, etc.
I enjoy being with these people, not
only with inclub activities, but also as fun
and interesting peop!~ woo nave come to
be friends.
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"Do you feel a cold draft?"

Fascina ing Europe
By: TEHRI BARRY
My first trip to Europe began spectacularly. Walking just after 4 am (our time), I saw the
sun rise from below, transforming the clouds from the subtlest artic greens to the molten
hues of a storm on the sun's surface; Venus, the day-star, hung full and white and steady.
Arriving at Orly, conveyer-belt walkways sped us to our luggage and to customs, which
the French handled with their usual combination of cordial eff!ciency and brusque
impatient good-humor. For the next SIX weeks, I travelled the e'xcellent railways of
Europe (never go without a Eurail pass) through seven countries - all the way from Paris
to Athens, and back by way of the Cote d' Azur (the Riviera). The following is a collage of
my Impressions of these countries.
Paris, since I arrived and departed from there and spent the most time there, seems like
home to me in Europe. To me, Paris is a complex memory - old gray buildings, some older
than our country is, lining the well-planned- streets, trees more plentiful than in American
cities, and a different areen than Carolina trees - cafes where one can order delicious
"croque monsieurs" (ham and cheese, and the always good and strong, strong coffee!
and homemade white bread. Notre Dame, and Notre Dame at night, all alight like a
medieval stained-glass symphony captured in stone, was my favorite; it was the most
beautiful church I saw (San lorenzo, in Florence was the second; The Frau Munster in
Zurich the third). One last hi-light - The Metro - wonderful, very French, and integral to a
full experiencing of Paris.
Switzerland is the cleanest place in the world, and the Swiss the healthiest and the most
prosperous looking; in Zurich, it looks as if the streets are scrubbed and buffed at night.
Ard Switzerland is more beautiful and breathtaking than even its postcards show. Coffee,
chocolate, and herb candy are Swiss delights, and in my opinion, are better than the
French (whereas, French pastry, meats and cheeses and wines have the Swiss
hands-down). Even after being there, Swiss mountains and lakes are magic - in fact, even
more so.
Aegensburg, Germany, will always have my love. Set on the lovely Danube, its old city
has buildings from the 12th and 13th century; Simply walking on its cobblestone streetslate, late at night or early in the morning when all the shops were opening and the smell of
fresh bread, pastry, fruit, and flowers filled the clear air, was a delight. Germany, in my
opinion, has the best dark beer, capucclno, eiscafe (a type of ice-cream soda), and
featherbeds and quilts in the world (not necessarily in that order)!
As one travels south, life and travel become increasingly relaxed, whimSical, and
primitive. Italy is an uncanny combination of vibrant chic and eclat and heat and animal
noise and dirt. The people are beautiful - all dressed to kill, colorful, full of zest and
laughter; however, Italy is also the country where you'd better guard your wallets and
jewels. The Italians don't mean any harm - it's just one of their ways of getting the most
out of life! Pasta, chianti, ice cream,(nothing like ours), and clothing are "primo" in Italy.
Greece is a unique and exciting experience, but one word of warning - NEVER ride a
Greek train - every heard of cattle cars? Well, they're better. Other than that, Greece is
also an uncanny combination of the austere and the vibrantly human. Delphi, the ancient
seat of Greek religion and worship and stupendous. It makes one "feel" Greece and the
wine-red-seas of ancient Greece. The best things in Greece are the Feta cheese, white
wine, and Baklava (honey cake).
So, Europe is definitely worth a visit, and all the first visit did was to whet my appetite ~
like an hors d'oeuvre tray before the main courses.

The Tarot
By: STEVE PURCELL

"Care to join me in a cold Stroh's?"

"'~

For the rea1 beer lover.

MYRTLE BEACH, S.C.

While browsing through an occult bookshop, sometimes even a drugstore, you may come
across an interesting deck of cards - The Tarot.
The Tarot deck consists of 78 cards; 56 of them comprise the minor arcana (the
predecessor to our playing decks which have omitted the four pages making it into a
52-card playing deck). The remaining 22 cards make up the major arcana which is full of
symbolic meaning.
The actual origin of the Tarot is shrouded in mystery. The oldest surviving deck is dated
about 1390 A.D. However, the origin is certainly much older than that.
One speculation is that, after the great libraries of Alexandria were destroyed, the city
of Fez became the intellectual center of the day. Due to differen languages spoken by the
intellectuals, a common language was needed, so the Tarot was invented. With all the
different meanings of the cards and combin~tions of positions, a large store of languages
and messages was made possible.
.
Another theory is that, while the temples of Alexandria were being burned, the Egyptian
priests wanted to store some of their records, so they perverted them into cards and gave
them to the gypsies.
The Tarot also has definite ties with Egyptian symbology as well as the Hebrew
Kaballah.
No matter what the origin was, the Tarot provides us w!th fascination and awe. The first
thing a student of the Tarot would need to learn is the symbology of the cards; from there
he learns endless meanings ans interpretation which, in a given position, would allow
him (with considerable psych ism) to see the meaning. of each and everyone. From there,
he learns interpretation, which for some is easy.
Among those who have made references to the Tarot are: Eliot, Charles Williams,
William lindsay Gresham, P.O. Ouspensky, W.B. Yeats, and Carl G. Jung.
The gypsies have used the Tarot for purposes of divination since time immemorial. The
method I prefer to use for readings is the Ancient Celtic method, a ten card layout.
As you can see, the Tarot has a fascination about it which has allured many intellectuals,
soothsayers, and movies to its mysteries.
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'The Pirates of Penzance' at Coastal A ril 2
Tickets are now on sale for North
Carolina opera's performance of Gilbert
and Sullivan's 'The Pirates of Penzance'
scheduled for Wheelwright Auditorium
at USC-Coastal Carolina College, Wednesday, April 20th at 8 pm. Tickets are
512.50 and are now available at the
Wheelwright Box Office during normal
office hours.
One of America's favorite Gilbert and
Sullivan operas, 'The Pirates of Penzance
tells the story of the dutiful young
Frederic who has joined a band of pirates
through the mistake of his nurse, Ruth.
Frederic's parents meant for him to
apprenticed as a "pilot" but Ruth
misunderstood them as wishing him to be
a "pirate."

His predicament is related with wit and
humor in 'The Pirates of Penzance' as
Frederic first becomes a pirate, then a
pirate fighter, and once again, resigns
himself to being a pirate.
The continuing hit production is
performed by six principal Singers,
members of the Charlottee Symphony
Orchestra and Charlotte Opera Chorus.
Joanna Levy, Ruth, is an accomplished
recitalist as well as a gifted operatic
performer. Since her debut with the New
York City Opera, she has continually
delighted audiences throughout the
Northeast. Ralph Griffin, The Pirate
King, first came into prominence when
the national press praised his vocal
talents in the celebrated dueling scene of

Phi Alpha Theta Wins Award
On Saturday, March 26th, Phi Alpha
Theta history honor society held its
annual state meeting at Winthrop College
in Rock Hill. Four members of Coastal's
Psi Mu Chapter were in attendance: Jeff
Maximona, Frank Menaquale, Donna
• O'Brien and Dr. James Farsolas. While
at the meeting, the Honorable Mention
Award was given to Donna O'Brien for
the paper she presented. Her paper was

~ntitled "The Keys to Hell's Gate" and
dealt with the gunpowder plot against
James I of Eng/and. This is the first t.me
that an award has been made to a Coastal
student at the state convention. Also in
attendance was Dr. Gilbert Fife,
International President of Phi Alpha
Theta, and Dr. W. Stitt Robinson,
~nternation. Vice-President of P i Alpha
Theta.

Taking Exams
by Dr. Elizabeth Puskar
One regular event in the life of all
college students is the exam. Probably no
other regular academic occurance causes
such a flow of adrenalin. Tears, sweat,
and pressure result in loss of weight,
hysteria, outbreaks of allergies, and at
the very least, gnashing of teeth.
Afterwards, as you sit surrounded by the
aftermath of battle - chewed pencils and
discarded notebooks - you ask yourself,
"Is it all worth It?"
Of course it is! Ask the same question of
a surgeon after his first operation or of an
engineer after his first creation is
completed. The examination Is your
opportunity to demonstrate your knowledge and to reap the rewards.
There appears to be two requirements
for success. The first Is knowing the
content and the second is demonstrating
knowledge. Panic is often caused when
you don't feel prepared. It is important to
know that you know the content.
Recitation and review are ways to
rehearse for the final act and provide
proof of preparation and a shield against
panic.
According to many students, their
primary difficulties in taking an exam are
"panic" and having too many answers
occur to them after they hand in their

papers. You need not to resort to
tranquilizers to conquer paniC. Instead,
try following these steps:
1. Take your notebook to the exam but
don't open it. It may give you a feeling
of security.
2. Panic is contagious, so stay away
from students who may make you
nervous.
3. Admit to yourself that you will not
know all the answers. Instead of saying
•'/' m afraid I won't know it." say.
"Some of it I won't know and some of it
I wilL"
Some suggestions for overcoming the
chances of answers occurring to you after
the exam might be:
1. Don't cram. One or two long study
sesSions just before the exam isn't the
best way to prepare. Distribute your
review periods over a week's time prior
to the exam day.
2. Continue your daily eating and
sleeping habits as usual. Sometimes a
change in our normal routine upsets
our physiological functioning and
makes it difficult to concentrate.
Good luck. new students, on all your
exams this semester.

Campus oe
Wednesday, April 20 Sigma Phi EpSilon Meeting
Afro ..Am Health Fair
Alpha Phi Omega Meeting
The Pirates of Penzance
Thursday, April 21
Honors Convocation
Friday, April 22
Sigma Phi Epsilon Little Sisters
Saturday, April 23
CCC Baseball vs Newberry
Monday, April 24
International Club Meeting
SGA Meeting
Sigma Phi Epsilon Pledge Meeting
Tuesday, April 25

Campus Union Meeting
Sigma Phi Epsilon Social Committee
Wednesday, April 26 Sigma Phi Epsilon Meeting
Thursday, April 27
Alpha Phi Omega Meeting
Registration for First Summer Season
Friday, April 28
Sigma Phi Epsllon Little Sisters
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By: LYN E RADCLIFFE
Editor
In the past, the Chanticleer has brought
you interviews with people who e feel
are of interest to the Coastal Carolina
community. This interview departs a little
from previous interviews 1n that both
young men are students of Coastal. Will
Harper and Jac Murphy have both won
recognition in th.s year's Archarios; Will
won first prize in the Short Story Div.sion
and Jack won first prize in the Poetry
Division. Jack, a senior, has been
published several times, including a
Laurel Press publication, 'Silent Exploration.' Will is just beginning to have hiS
work published.
Jack began seriously writing nine years
ago although he has been writing since he
was eight years old. He says h.s writing
was influenced by the fact that he was
born deaf. He looked on reading as a form
of entertainment rather than teleVision
and his love of reading pilled 0 er Into a
also attended
desire to write. Jac
Catholic schools which emphasized
academics. He says thiS further influenced his desire to write. Jac spent
three years in the seminary and it was
there he began writing seriously.
Jack has been published nationally in a
book called 'Silent Exploration,' which tS
an anthology of poetry written by college
students. His work has also appeared in
Archarlos and Agora, a publication of
Belmont Abbey College. He has a
manuscript entitled 'Genests,' which is
being considered for publication. He Is
also currently working on a poem which
he has been researching for nine months.
According to Jack, It "is the American
answer to J. Alfred Prufrock."
Jack plans on "getting a degree

o
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The Off-Campus Houstng Information
Service (OCHIS) Is located in the Student
Center, Room 206-C. Members of the
campus community who wish to list
rental properties or are themselves
interested In obtaining rental information
are invited to contact Deborah Bolles or
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Berlioz's rarely heard opera 'Benvenuo
Cellini.' He made his debut with the
Houston Grand Opera, Grea er Miami
Opera, Kentucky Opera and Cincinnati
Opera.
Michael Riley as the Sergeant of Police,
is a versatile performer with more than 80
operatic roles and 50 orchestral works to
his credit. For six seasons he was a
member of the Minnesota Opera
Company where he earned cri ical
acclaim and was seen nationally over t e

SC201
SC204
SC202

ilan, Italy

Academic Year Abroad Annouces the
Opening of a New Study Center in Mila ,
Italy.
As in its long-established programs In
Paris and Madrid, American students
both undergraduates and graduates, may
study all subjects in the new M.lan
program, but there w.1I be a untque
opportunity for quallf.ed students 0 ta e
courses in Bustness Administration,
EconomiCS, and Political Sc.ence at the
illustrious Untverslta L Boccon.
For further informat ion
rte to:
Academic Year Abroad
17 Jansen Road
New Paltz, N.Y. 12561
or

~hone 914-25~103.

Sus.e Sanders, Ca
tor.

Chant's Baseball
by Teresa Richardson
Sports Editor
T~~ Chants are ranked 6th nationally in
the NAIA, but they just couldn't pull off a
win here at Coastal on Monday. They lost
their first home game in 19 outings
against the Eagles of Winthrop with a
score of 4-1. For some odd reason the
Chants just couldn't hit those home runs
that have become so important in our
winning.

We seemed to be a little down in the
first 2 innings of our game against Morris
here Tuesday. Trailing 3-0 in the third,
things finally got back to normal when
Mickey Brantley hit his fifth homer of the
season. This was only the beginning as
Coastal went on to win (15-3) as they
banged 16 hits, including four homers
and three doubles.
Coastal was scheduled to playa double
header on Wednesday against Gannon
University at Coastal.

Faculty-Alumni Softball Game
The 6th annual Faculty-Almni softball

g-.n. will be played April 25th at 4:30 pm
on Coastal's softball field. The Faculty
beat the Alumni last year with a 6-3 win.
This makes the overall game wins for the
alumni at and the Faculty at 3.
the
Alumni tie the games or will the Faculty

2

Wn,

soar ahead to regain the lead? This year's
game sounds like it will be a lot of fun as
each side is eagerly awaiting victory!
There is no charge for admisSion and
free refreshments will be supplied by the
Alumni Association.
Come out and support your favorite
team - April 25th at 4:30 pm.

Yale Comes to Coastal
The seventh annual renewal of a
sporting competition between Yale
University and Coastal Carolina College
will take place May 18 and 19 at Murrells
Inlet and Georgetown. Anglers from both
colleges will be competing in tag and
release deep-sea fishing.

Ed . Migdalski of Yale University,
founder of the first intercollegiate
competitions in Nova Scotia in 1954, will
be coaching the members of the Yale
fishing club. Donald Milius of the
Humanities Department is the volunteer
coach for Coastal. Match headquarters
are at Sprlngmaid Pier.

Alcohol and Good Times
by Dr. Elizabeth Puskar
You enjoy good times!
You enjoy having a good time with
friends and meeting new and Interesting
people. Often these good times mean
parties or friendly get-togethers that
include food and drink. Sometimes the
drinks include alcohol.
For people of legal age, drinking can be
a pleasant part of good times.
Unfortunately, though, some people
sometimes make drinking too big a part
of the occasion and then the good times
aren't so good.
Alcoholic beverages, when taken in
moderation and responsibly, can be a
welcome ingredient to many social
occasions. Responsible drinking means
deciding for yourself whether or not you
want to drink, at all or only on specific
occaSions, and acting accordinly, in a
responsible manner. Not everyone makes
those kinds of drinking deciSions. Alcohol
abuse is a serious problem.
Throughout the semester many of you
will gather at parties and dances where
alcohol Is available. Have a good time and
remember these pOints when planning or
attending a social function.
AT PARTIES:

-Rrovide nonalcohol beverages in
addition to alcohol beverages; give
everybody a choice - and support the
decision to abstain, especially by minors
-serve food or snacks at all activities at
which alcohol is being served; food slows
down the body's absorption of alcohol
-don't be insistent about refilling drinks,
"pushing" drinks, or preSSing guests to
have that "one for the road"
IF YOU DRINK:
-set a limit on how mlilny drinks you're
going to have ahead of time - and stick to
it
-drink slowly; don't guzzle
-measure the alcohol when you're
mixing a drink
·-avoid performing tasks that require
skilled reactions
REMEMBER TO:
-discourage a driver who Is under the
influence of alcohol from driving; provide
transportation at social functions where
drinking is involved
-seek help if you think you have a
drinking problem; get Involved if you
think someone else has a problem

Classifieds
Personal
Happy 90th Hattie!

Needed:
Athletic Supporten for our
heroic Baseball playen. Donations and
used supporters wlll be accepted. Contact
the Athletic Department and ask for
Larry.

